Amherst (8-1-0, 4-1-0) -vs- Middlebury (6-2-0, 3-2-0)
10/03/2021 at Middlebury ()

Scoring Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Goal Scorer</th>
<th>Assist</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21:39</td>
<td>AMH</td>
<td>Sebastian Derby</td>
<td>German Giammattei</td>
<td>GOAL by AMH Derby, Sebastian Assist by Giammattei, German.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cautions and Ejections: 12:07 (YELLOW), #23 Jordan Saint-Louis (MID)   24:40 (YELLOW), #8 Alex Shahmirzadi (AMH)   29:24 (YELLOW), #8 Brendan Barry (MID)   60:03 (YELLOW), #30 Shane Farrell (MID)   70:02 (YELLOW), #15 Michael McFarlane (MID)
Time  Play By Play
00:00  Grady, Ryan at goalie for Middlebury
00:00  Hope-Gund, Kofi at goalie for Amherst
00:45  Foul on Derby, Sebastian.
01:24  Corner kick [01:24].
01:55  Corner kick [01:55].
07:05  Shot by AMH Giammattei, German, top, saved by Grady, Ryan.
08:17  Foul on Hannam, Noah.
09:17  Foul on Derby, Sebastian.
11:26  Corner kick [11:26].
12:07  Yellow card on MID Saint-Louis, Jordan.
14:16  Offside against Middlebury.
16:16  Foul on Shahmirzadi, Alex.
16:56  Foul on Derby, Sebastian.
18:04  Offside against Middlebury.
18:30  Foul on Kelly, Kyle.
19:16  Shot by MID Saint-Louis, Jordan, out left.
20:46  Foul on Sloan, Liam.
21:39  GOAL by AMH Derby, Sebastian Assist by Giammattei, German.

Amherst 1, Middlebury 0
21:10  MID substitution: Chae, Eujin for Barsamian, Raffi.
21:10  MID substitution: Barry, Brendan for Proctor, Andry.
21:10  MID substitution: Powers, Ben for Sloan, Liam.
21:10  AMH substitution: Cubbedu, Ignacio for Derby, Sebastian.
24:40  Yellow card on AMH Shahmirzadi, Alex.
26:51  Shot by MID Chae, Eujin.
27:01  Corner kick [27:01].
28:06  Foul on Hannam, Noah.
28:30  MID substitution: Payne, Tyler for Farrell, Shane.
29:24  Yellow card on MID Barry, Brendan.
32:12  MID substitution: Pilson, Nathan for Hannam, Noah.
34:26  Foul on Powers, Ben.
37:18  Foul on Cubbedu, Ignacio.
38:49  Foul on Nelson, Hank.
39:05  AMH substitution: Curtis, Aidan for Giammattei, German.
41:21  AMH substitution: Kenary, Nico for Murphy, Niall.
42:16  Foul on Barry, Brendan.
44:01  Corner kick [44:01].
44:14  Shot by AMH Curtis, Aidan.
44:19  Corner kick [44:19].
44:37  Corner kick [44:37].
45:00  End of period [45:00].
45:00  Start of 2nd period [45:00].

FOR AMH: #3 ten Cate, Laurens, #5 Johnson, Bryce, #7 Kelly, Kyle, #8 Shahmirzadi, Alex, #13 Murphy, Niall, #12 Wu, Felix, #27 Kenary, Nico, #16 Derby, Sebastian, #20 Hope-Gund, Kofi, #22 Clark-Eden, Ben, #23 Okorogheye, Ada.

FOR MID: #33 Grady, Ryan, #2 Hannam, Noah, #6 Chae, Eujin, #8 Barry, Brendan, #5 Barsamian, Raffi, #15 McFarlane, Michael, #16 Pape, Aiden, #23 Saint-Louis, Jordan, #25 Nelson, Hank, #30 Farrell, Shane, #32 O'Brien, William.
45:00  MID substitution: Hannam, Noah for Pilson, Nathan.
45:00  MID substitution: Barsamian, Raffi for Powers, Ben.
45:00  MID substitution: Farrell, Shane for Payne, Tyler.
45:00  AMH substitution: Murphy, Niall for Curtis, Aidan.
45:00  AMH substitution: Derby, Sebastian for Cubbedu, Ignacio.
45:00  AMH substitution: Okorogheye, Ada for Novak, Jon.
45:09  Foul on Kenary, Nico.
46:02  Shot by AMH Okorogheye, Ada, out top left.
49:58  Shot by AMH Kenary, Nico, out left.
50:19  Corner kick [50:19].
50:55  Foul on Shahmirzadi, Alex.
52:11  Shot by MID Farrell, Shane, out top.
53:28  Foul on Shahmirzadi, Alex.
56:08  Foul on Okorogheye, Ada.
57:17 Foul on Derby, Sebastian.
58:43 MID substitution: Payne, Tyler for Hannam, Noah.
60:03 Foul on Farrell, Shane.
60:03 Yellow card on MID Farrell, Shane.
60:13 Foul on Farrell, Shane.
60:13 MID substitution: Sloan, Liam for Farrell, Shane.
60:13 AMH substitution: Rapal, Shawn for Kenary, Nico.
63:31 Shot by AMH Murphy, Niall, top, saved by Grady, Ryan.
64:05 Corner kick [64:05].
64:17 Shot by AMH Rapal, Shawn, out left.
64:39 MID substitution: Proctor, Andriy for Barry, Brendan.
67:08 AMH substitution: Cubbedu, Ignacio for Derby, Sebastian.
67:50 Foul on Chae, Eujin.
69:29 Foul on Cubbedu, Ignacio.
70:02 Yellow card on MID McFarlane, Michael.
73:27 Foul on Okorogheye, Ada.
74:02 Shot by MID Sloan, Liam, top, saved by Hope-Gund, Kofi.
74:28 Foul on Murphy, Niall.
74:56 MID substitution: Hannam, Noah for Payne, Tyler.
74:56 AMH substitution: Kenary, Nico for Rapal, Shawn.
77:15 Shot by AMH Okorogheye, Ada, out top.
78:06 MID substitution: Farrell, Shane for Sloan, Liam.
78:06 AMH substitution: Novak, Jon for Cubbedu, Ignacio.
80:29 AMH substitution: Derby, Sebastian for Okorogheye, Ada.
85:13 Corner kick [85:13].
85:28 MID substitution: Lund, Casey for Barry, Brendan.
85:28 AMH substitution: Rapal, Shawn for Derby, Sebastian.
86:03 Shot by MID Powers, Ben, out right.
86:07 AMH substitution: Barkidjija, Andrew for Novak, Jon.
86:07 AMH substitution: Okorogheye, Ada for Rapal, Shawn.
90:00 End of period [90:00].